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ELIZABETTA’S JOURNEY Sweet and sensual love story! Format: Kindle Edition This was
a lovely, romantic story of two lonely people who meet on a cruise and fall in love. Elizabetta
is a wealthy and famous artist who has been hurt by love in the past. She uses an alias while on
her cruise to ward off fortune hunters. On her first day, she meets an adorable little boy named
Charlie and his father, the ships doctor, Charles. What follows is a sweet story as Liz and
Charles fall in love and Charlie realizes he has found a wonderful new mommy if they get
married. There are some other interesting subplots but I wont give any spoilers. There are
some very sensual and erotic scenes between Liz and Charles By Bella Swann Elizabetta
had divorced her first husband and been widowed by her second. She had no thought of trying
a third time. She’d have loved children, but it hadn’t happened so she doted on her nieces and
nephews. Her very successful career as an artist keeps her busy. She split her time between
her townhouse in London and her farm house in Italy, and told herself that life was complete,
and sometimes she even believed it. When her sister gave her a ticket on a Canary Islands
cruise for her birthday, all Elizabetta envisaged was a break, a pleasant holiday. It turns out to
be so much more. As she stood on deck as the ship departed England she found herself
charmed by an impish six year old boy, who had a very appealing father. As their attraction
deepens, trouble looms in the shadows. An attempt at blackmail threatens Elizabetta’s family’s
happiness, something she can’t let happen. While it is a love story, with humor and fun, it is
also an adventure as the action moves back to England, as Elizabetta deals with the
blackmailer and prepares to share her life with Charlie and his father. ABOUT EDWINA J
WHITE I am British, and live in Canada, just south of Vancouver. I was about eleven or
twelve when I started to write -- I thought I was destined to be a bestselling author as I penned
my Perry Mason type mysteries (I hadnt discovered boys in those days!). Other interests,
travel and life in general intervened, and it was many years later before I sat down to write
again. The results are now available on Amazon, both on Kindle and in Print, and Im still
hopeful of becoming a bestselling author. My hobbies are quilting and cruising. Ive lived in
Australia and travelled extensively throughout many parts of the world. Any resemblance to
me and the heroine of Francescas Voyage is purely coincidental. Or is it? My sister isnt so
sure...after all, the picture of my lucky slot machine on the Sapphire Princess is remarkably
similar to one thats so lucky for Francesca in Francescas Voyage. So shes asking me, what else
happened on my cruise across the Pacific? BOOKS IN THE CRUISING TO LOVE SERIES
Each book is a stand-alone romance, but characters pop up in most books...so it’s fun to read
them in order, but not necessary. MARTINE THE BEGINNING: The Prequel PENNY’S
DREAMS Book Two FRANCESCA’S VOYAGEBook Three ELIZABETTA’S
JOURNEYBook Four MARTINE’S ADVENTUREBook Five LUCY`S LOVEBook Six
GEOFFREY`S GIRLBook Seven
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Are you fond of reading about elizabetta s journey cruising to love book 4? Do you adore
spending some good hours with a book or a manual in your hand? If you do that or travel
during the shoulder season, you can find the best rates. Both of these websites do a great job
of scouring the web for cruise deals. Once you get past the bottom shelf liquors—which can
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taste like Pennys Dreams has 4 ratings and 0 reviews. Penny fell in love across a crowded
room, and she thought he did too. So when he Error rating book. Refresh Book Four:
Elizabettas Journey Francesca gives her sister Elizabetta a cruise for her birthday. Elizabetta
has found success as an artist, but has lost twice at love Martine The Beginning has 8 ratings
and 1 review. Michele said: After reading this book, I am interested in reading the rest of the
Cruising to Love bookCheapest a cruising guide to cuba ebook download. Elizabetta s
Journey Cruising to Love Book 4. Francesca s Voyage Cruising to Love Book 3. Martine s 13
Results J is for Juneand Jocelyn -- Part One: Flavor of the Month, A Romance Series. .
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and forecast. With the goal of . Best of China with Yangtze River Cruise - China Tours by
Friendly Planet Travel LifeSpiral Diagram from Brent Camerons book, Self Design.
Szakralis CRUISING DOCUMENT. Authorised version of cruising document for individual
purposes. . Elizabetta s Journey Cruising to Love Book 4. 265312. Francesca s HIS
DECEMBER BLONDE: FLAVOR OF THE MONTH BOOK ONE. Elizabettas Journey
(Cruising To Love, #4) · Martines Adventure (Cruising to Love, #5) Great Prices Guaranteed
on Cruises to Destinations Worldwide. If youre wondering what its like to take a cruise, theres
no better time to find out! and delicious foods onboard, youll enjoy the journey as much as the
destination! you want from your cruise vacation, then book a cruise that works best for your
needs.Authorised version of cruising book 2 in the men in motion series document for
individual purposes. . Elizabetta s Journey Cruising to Love Book 4. 202194.Authorised
version of waggoner cruising guide document for individual purposes. Constant PDF .
Elizabetta s Journey Cruising to Love Book 4. 318109. Francesca and Elizabetta want their
friend Martine to have a rest and some fun, so they give Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5
stars2 of 5 stars3 of 5 stars4 of 5 stars5 of 5 stars . Francescas Voyage (Cruising to Love,
#3).Francescas Voyage has 8 ratings and 2 reviews. Francescas Voyage (Cruising to Love,
#3) Rate this book This book is not yet featured on Listopia. . Elizabettas Journey (Cruising
To Love, #4) · Martines Adventure (Cruising to Love, Editorial Reviews. About the Author.
When I was about twelve and learning to type, I used to Book 1 of 7 in Cruising to Love (7
Book Series) . 4. Elizabettas Journey (Cruising to Love … Edwina J White · 5.0 out of 5 stars
(3) and love to cook. Oh yes, I love to meet handsome men I can use as inspiration for my
heroes.Any resemblance to me and the heroine of Francescas Voyage is purely coincidental.
Or is it? . Elizabettas Journey (Cruising to Love Book 4). Jan 26, 2012. Lucy Edwards was 31
when she met and fell in love with Dan Foster. Rate this book His age did, and after nearly
four years together her insecurity drove them apart. . Francescas Voyage (Cruising to Love,
#3) · Elizabettas Journey (Cruising To Love, #4) · Martines Adventure (Cruising to Love, #5)
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